Application of automated crystallography for transmission electron microscopy in the study of grain-boundary segregation.
Analytical Electron Microscopy (AEM) has brought significant progress in the study of grain-boundary segregation. Using X-ray energy-dispersive spectrometry (XEDS) in the AEM, elemental segregation information can be related to the crystallographic character of the same boundary via conventional Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) diffraction techniques. While significant efforts have been made to improve XEDS analysis of sub-nanometer segregation layers, the methods for crystallographic characterization of grain boundaries have remained the same for several decades and labor-intensive processes. Recently, a method termed Automated Crystallography for TEM (ACT) was developed, which automates crystallographic characterization of grains under TEM observation. In the present work, we combine ACT and X-ray mapping via EDS in AEM for the study of Sb grain-boundary segregation in a rapidly solidified Cu-0.08 wt % Sb alloy. In contrast with previous reports, a large degree of anisotropy in Sb segregation level between different boundaries is found. ACT results suggest that one of the several grain boundaries observed with no detectable Sb segregation is very close to a Sigma 3 coincidence-site lattice structure. The reason for the observed anisotropy in the present alloy is discussed, based upon McLean's theory of segregation.